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in reproducibility across indicators. Replication
success was more consistently related to the
original strength of evidence (such as original
P value, effect size, and effect tested) than to
characteristics of the teams and implementation
of the replication (such as expertise, quality, or
challenge of conducting study) (tables S3 and S4).

Discussion

No single indicator sufficiently describes repli-
cation success, and the five indicators examined
here are not the only ways to evaluate reproduc-
ibility. Nonetheless, collectively, these results
offer a clear conclusion: A large portion of repli-
cations produced weaker evidence for the
original findings (31) despite using materials
provided by the original authors, review in
advance for methodological fidelity, and high
statistical power to detect the original effect sizes.
Moreover, correlational evidence is consistent
with the conclusion that variation in the strength
of initial evidence (such as original P value) was
more predictive of replication success than was
variation in the characteristics of the teams con-
ducting the research (such as experience and
expertise). The latter factors certainly can influ-
ence replication success, but the evidence is that
they did not systematically do so here. Other
investigators may develop alternative indicators
to explore further the role of expertise and qual-
ity in reproducibility on this open data set.

Insights on reproducibility

It is too easy to conclude that successful replica-
tionmeans that the theoretical understanding of

the original finding is correct. Direct replication
mainly provides evidence for the reliability of a
result. If there are alternative explanations for
the original finding, those alternatives could like-
wise account for the replication. Understanding
is achieved through multiple, diverse investiga-
tions that provide converging support for a the-
oretical interpretation and rule out alternative
explanations.
It is also too easy to conclude that a failure to

replicate a result means that the original evi-
dence was a false positive. Replications can fail
if the replication methodology differs from the
original in ways that interfere with observing
the effect. We conducted replications designed
to minimize a priori reasons to expect a dif-
ferent result by using original materials, en-
gaging original authors for review of the designs,
and conducting internal reviews. Nonetheless,
unanticipated factors in the sample, setting, or
procedure could still have altered the observed
effect magnitudes (32).
More generally, there are indications of cul-

tural practices in scientific communication that
may be responsible for the observed results. Low-
power research designs combinedwith publication
bias favoring positive results together produce
a literature with upwardly biased effect sizes
(14, 16, 33, 34). This anticipates that replication
effect sizeswould be smaller than original studies
on a routine basis—not because of differences
in implementation but because the original study
effect sizes are affected by publication and report-
ing bias, and the replications are not. Consistent
with this expectation,most replication effectswere

smaller than original results, and reproducibility
success was correlated with indicators of the
strength of initial evidence, such as lower original
P values and larger effect sizes. This suggests pub-
lication, selection, and reporting biases as plausible
explanations for the difference between original
and replication effects. The replication studies sig-
nificantly reduced these biases because replication
preregistration and pre-analysis plans ensured
confirmatory tests and reporting of all results.
The observed variation in replication and

original results may reduce certainty about the
statistical inferences from the original studies
but also provides an opportunity for theoretical
innovation to explain differing outcomes, and
then new research to test those hypothesized
explanations. The correlational evidence, for ex-
ample, suggests that procedures that are more
challenging to execute may result in less re-
producible results, and that more surprising
original effects may be less reproducible than
less surprising original effects. Further, system-
atic, repeated replication efforts that fail to iden-
tify conditions under which the original finding
can be observed reliably may reduce confidence
in the original finding.

Implications and limitations

The present study provides the first open, system-
atic evidence of reproducibility from a sample of
studies in psychology. We sought to maximize
generalizability of the results with a structured
process for selecting studies for replication.How-
ever, it is unknown the extent to which these find-
ings extend to the rest of psychology or other
disciplines. In the sampling frame itself, not all
articles were replicated; in each article, only one
study was replicated; and in each study, only one
statistical result was subject to replication. More
resource-intensive studies were less likely to be
included thanwere less resource-intensive studies.
Although study selection bias was reduced by
the sampling frame and selection strategy, the
impact of selection bias is unknown.
We investigated the reproducibility rate of psy-

chology not because there is something special
about psychology, but because it is our discipline.
Concerns about reproducibility are widespread
across disciplines (9–21). Reproducibility is not well
understood because the incentives for individual
scientists prioritize novelty over replication (20).
If nothing else, this project demonstrates that it
is possible to conduct a large-scale examination
of reproducibility despite the incentive barriers.
Here, we conducted single-replication attempts of
many effects obtaining broad-and-shallow evidence.
These data provide information about reprodu-
cibility in general but little precision about in-
dividual effects in particular. A complementary
narrow-and-deep approach is characterized by
theMany Labs replication projects (32). In those,
many replications of single effects allow precise
estimates of effect size but result in general-
izability that is circumscribed to those individual
effects. Pursuing both strategies across disciplines,
such as the ongoing effort in cancer biology (35),
would yield insight about common and distinct
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Fig. 3. Original study effect size versus replication effect size (correlation coefficients).
Diagonal line represents replication effect size equal to original effect size. Dotted line represents
replication effect size of 0. Points below the dotted line were effects in the opposite direction of the
original. Density plots are separated by significant (blue) and nonsignificant (red) effects.
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Conducted replications of 100 
psychology effects

Replication effect size half the 
size of the original, on average.

97 of original studies had p< .05; 
only 37 of replications (47 in CI 
of original)

(2015)



Potential reasons for replication failure

1. Fraud
2. Actual change in population effect
3. Error in reporting/analysis
4. Hidden moderator
5. Inadequate materials/description
6. Data-depending analysis (“p-hacking”/”HARKing”)
7. File drawer problem (“publication bias”)
8. Low study precision



Reason #3: Error in reporting/analysis

Coded country as 
continuous measure, 
rather than categorical.

1 – US
2 – Canada
3 – Japan



Reason #4: Hidden moderator

(Lewis & Frank, 2016)



Reason #5: Inadequate materials/description

Syntactic Bootstrapping (Brown, 1957)



Reason #5: Inadequate materials/description



Reason #6: Data-dependent analysis
Historically, need p<.05 for paper to get published



Choosing your analysis based on seeing 
your data/the outcome of a test (“analytic 
flexibility”)

“p-hacking”/”Questionable research 
practices” (QRP)



“…it is unacceptably easy to publish statistically significant 
evidence consistent with any hypothesis” -- Simmons, Nelson, & 
Simonsohn, 2011

“Researcher degrees of freedom” -- flexibility in data 
collection, analysis, and reporting



Why is p-hacking bad?
p-values aren’t veridical read outs of truth, they’re probabilities, 
and therefore depend on the number of “samples” you take. 



(Simmons, et al. 2011)



Examples of p-hacking

Collect more data? 
Should some observations be excluded? Which ones?
Which conditions should be combined with which ones?
Which measures should we analyze? Should we transform the 
measure?
Which control variables should we consider?
Should we include pilot data?



Original report

What analysis would 
you do to test their 
hypothesis? 



Data



Re-Analysis

(Frank,	2016)	



How common are questionable research 
practices?

Very common.

(John, Lowenstein, & Prelec, 2012)



Reason #7: File Drawer Problem (or, “publication 
bias”) 

Historically, researchers 
have only been able to 
publish results if p < 
.05.

But, they run many 
studies, and put the 
studies that “fail” in 
their  file drawer.

(Cumming, 2014) 



Reason 8: Low study precision

Some expected variability in 
effect size due to sample size; 
less variability with larger 
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Potential reasons for replication failure

1. Fraud
2. Actual change in population effect
3. Error in reporting/analysis
4. Hidden moderator
5. Inadequate materials/description
6. Data-depending analysis (“p-hacking”/”HARKing”)
7. File drawer problem (“publication bias”)
8. Low study precision



Next time:

• Replication solutions


